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Message from the President
I struggled to find a topic to write about for my message
in this newsletter. Mostly because over our past three
newsletters I’ve made a point to avoid the common
Covid19/pandemic phrases, as we all hear enough of that.
I do hope your friends and family are all doing well, but I
would hope that’s inherent thought with any of us.
Ryan Coles

My primary goal as the
president is to continue
to grow our membership,
with special emphasis on
condo owners. They are
the ones who we are all
here to better serve.

But I digress, as I made my vaccine
appointment for two weeks out and
it’s rare for us to share private health
matters; however, this is one that I think
we should talk about if we feel up to it.
Maintain your privacy if you see fit, and
if you’re comfortable, I encourage you
to promote amongst your community
to get vaccinated. As an engineer, I must
follow the science on this one. Albeit
my wife did make a joke about growing
a third arm after she got her first dose,
it’s all in good jest. My family has always
found laughter and jokes to be the

easiest way to get through difficult times.
Wasn’t life a lot simpler when the most
pressing topic in the news was legalizing
cannabis?
Onto condo topics. Has anyone
mastered or successfully held a hybrid
virtual and in-person meeting? It seems
our AGMs are moving in that direction.
As you’ve seen, CCI SAB has been
hosting virtual lunch sessions education
seminars/courses for about a year now.
I think demand for a hybrid virtual and
in-person option is soon to become a
reality. We’ve all stood around a cell
(continued on page 3)
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Message from the President
(continuation from page 1)

Canadian Condominium Institute
South Alberta Chapter

THE VOICE OF
CONDOS IN CANADA

Formed in 1982, the Canadian Condominium
Institute is a national, independent, nonprofit organization dealing exclusively with
condominium issues and representing all
participants in the condominium community

OUR MISSION

To lead condominium owners and industry
members through education and advocacy
with integrity and professionalism.

2020 - 2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Ryan Coles
Vice President
Tony Reed

phone set to speaker mode so someone
could call into a meeting. What does it
look like to incorporate video into that
situation, besides the obvious need for
quality sound? A potential business
opportunity for someone out there
to simplify and harmonize how one
handles these situations. Hardware such
as microphones and potentially a mobile
camera setup may be things people
need. Perhaps we see one of the players
such as Zoom or Microsoft Teams come
up with a clever solution and platform.
There are more hurdles to this topic
than those for getting your Great Uncle
Hubert onto a Zoom call with his newly
purchased tablet. Shout out to all the
Uncle Huberts out there.

I can’t help but remind all of you to
be checking your condos/homes for
any building envelope irregularities
now that spring has sprung. Get your
annual roof inspection done. Clean your
gutters/drains/parkades. Check your
windows/doors/balconies/cladding for
signs of irregular staining. Walk around
your buildings and look for ‘one of these
things is not like the other’. When in
doubt, call a professional to come take
a look for you and document what has
been reviewed. Perhaps even send out a
survey to your residents asking for their
feedback about building envelope issues.
Happy summer folks!
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At a Glance
EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS - VIRTUAL
Managers are from Mars, Boards are from Venus:
Creating Good Working Relationships
October 28, 2021 (12:00pm - 1:00pm)

The Regulation of the Condominium
Management Industry
June 24, 2021 (12:00pm - 1:00pm)

CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT COURSES - VIRTUAL
CM101 September 2020
(see website for specifics)

! notice
CCI-SA has taken steps to
support the temporary social
distancing measures currently
being implemented to arrest
the spread of COVID-19.
Please check our website for
updates on events as they
become available.

CM100 October 2020

(See website for specifics)

REMINDERS
June 30, 2021 Memberships expire
September 30, 2021 Annual General Meeting (Tentative)

C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

EVENT: CCISA’s Education

Committee has started putting
together its programming
for 2021-2022 membership
year! Please forward ideas
for topics or speakers to the
Administrator, through the link:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/ccisaTopics21-22
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CCI SAC Board
Director Spotlight
Abbie Thurgood, Three By Three Inc.

U

sually, you would be able to meet CCI South
Alberta Chapter’s Board of Directors’ at around
the networking portion of luncheons, at breaks
throughout various courses they may instructor, or in our
Alberta Condominium & Real Estate (ACR) Conference
exhibitor booth. We are pleased to provide an opportunity
for you to get to know us.
In this edition, we would like you to meet one of the new
CCI South Alberta’s Director, Abbie Thurgood! Abbie is the
Business Development Manager with Three-by-Three Inc.
Q: How long have you been a CCISAC Member?
A: I have attended many CCI luncheons over the past few
years and have been a member for 1 year.

Abbie Thurgood

Q: What do you value most of your CCISAC membership?
A: The sense of community. Being able to connect and
meet other owners and known contractors in the industry is
immeasurable. CCISAC is a valuable resource.

Q: What three adjectives would you
use to describe CCISAC?
A: Educational, Informative,
Resourceful
Q: What is your current CCI South
Alberta Board Position?
A: Currently, a Director at Large
Do you sit on any Committees?
A: Communication and Technology
Committee.
Q: Why did you decide to volunteer as
a Board member with CCISA?
A: Most importantly, I am here to learn
and provide my input whenever I can.
There have been significant changes
in the recent year, with the addition
of navigating covid-19, I am here to
be directly involved with helping our
members and our industry through.
Q: What does “success” mean to
you in terms of your work as a
board member?
A: Success is such a variable. At
the end of the day, I view success
as accomplishing something good.
It might be as simple as providing
appropriate feedback or as global as
changing the entire industry. Both are
➔
equally a success in my books.
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Q: What advice would you provide to someone who is
thinking about joining CCISA?
A: I know I’m completely biased, being on the Board, but
hear me out! I would highly recommend it. Not only for the
education and reference material provided to our members,
but also for the marketing opportunities. The luncheons
were (and will be, when safe to do so) an incredible source
to meet industry reps and fellow board members/owners.
Q: Is there something you would like to see CCISA
provide to members?
A: I think it would do some good to have open feedback
questionnaires. A document the members can casually
fill in and provide requests for information that they’d see
valuable.
Q: How did you get into the Condominium Industry?
A: My dear friend had posted a position online for Threeby-Three Inc. I was hired for an Admin position, which
quickly grew to office manager, business development and
operations manager. I have a busy mind, so I enjoy being
able to focus my energy on the chaos that condominium
management is, suits me quite a bit. No day is ever the same
and there are always so many ducks to get into a row.
Q: What are you working on?
A: What am I not working on, would be an easier question
to answer. At Three By Three, we are constantly evolving
and attempting to do better with everything we touch.
Currently, I am reviewing our policies for emergency
incidents and attempting to streamline our procedures even
more than they already are.
Q: Do you have a specific project that was particularly
rewarding or challenging? Can you provide a quick
overview? What was/is the most rewarding aspect of the
project?
A: Challenging. The same friend who posted about Three
By Three needing an admin person, disappeared under
mysterious circumstances. Our ownership and I took on
the task of heading up searches across the nation for her,
engaging the public and attempting to find her — all while
continuing our day-to-day operations for all the properties
in our portfolio. We triaged, we were open and transparent
with our clients about the situation, and we continued on in
8
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a professional way that I am extremely
proud of. If we did not have the team
that we do, this would have become
more of a nightmare than it already
was.
Q: When you consider the future of
the Condominium Industry, where do
you see it evolving?
A: I envision our industry evolving
into a more transparent format.
Humanizing the industry is very
important to me. Your condominium
manager isn’t a call center. They’re real
people, living in the same city with
human problems too. Respect and
honesty should go hand in hand with
the industry.
Q: What is the biggest distraction
when you’re working?
A: My newest addition to my family.
I recently got a puppy named Charlie,
who has become the unofficial mascot
of the company. He’s 6 months and a
loveable terror.
Q: What would we be surprised to
know about you?
A: Surprise! I love to skydive and I
recently completed training for my
scuba diving certification. More
importantly, I am the frontwoman for
a psychedelic heavy rock project in
Calgary called Gone Cosmic. We’ve
recently spent time in the studio
recording our second album.
Q: What else would you like members
to know about you?
A: I am always down for a chat. If you
see me wandering around town, don’t
hesitate to say hello or send me an
email!

C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M
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The Deterioration Conundrum
Delving Into Common Forms of Structural Deterioration
Experience By Condo Corporations
By Gary Twomey, Senior Engineer, Entuitive

W

ith seven years of experience assessing existing
building structures in Calgary, from skyscrapers
to residential homes, from steel and concrete to
brick and wood materials, I have seen structural deterioration be a common trend in most projects I have worked on.
While the form and severity of deterioration differs between
assessments, the diagnosis of the issue generally tends to
come down to one of a handful of the same factors again
and again. These are: moisture, temperature, and design/
workmanship issues. In this article I will review common
forms of deterioration that a Condominium Corporation
may experience on their property.

Starting With Moisture.

Figure 1 - Concrete
Scaling due to Freeze
Thaw

C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

The first most common form of structural deterioration
due to moisture is Freeze-Thaw. As moisture freezes it
experiences about a 9% – 10% volumetric expansion.
Considering moisture can get into the smallest of holes and

cracks, this expansion can often result
in high internal pressures and stresses.
Noticeable forms of Freeze-Thaw
deterioration include:
• the widening of cracks
• spalling and scaling of concrete
components, and
• the movement of grade or slightly
below grade supported structures.
Scaling of exterior concrete surfaces
(i.e. driveways and sidewalks) is
an interesting one as it is generally
thought that scaling is due to chemical
reactions; however, freeze-thaw is the
primary contributing factor. In fact,
most de-icing salts do not chemically
attack concrete surfaces. Rather, the
salt ions penetrate the concrete, forcing
the concrete to retain more moisture,
while at the same time occupying void
space in the concrete. The void space in
concrete, better known as entrained air,
is what combats the expansive forces
of freezing moisture. With this void
space reduced by deposited salt ions,
the concrete surface is overcome by
expansive forces and breaks apart.
The second most common form
of structural deterioration due to
moisture is Corrosion. The presence
of moisture and oxygen encourages
the corrosion (or oxidation) of metal
components. This occurs as moisture ➔
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and oxygen provide the necessary elements to allow for
a reaction between portions of the metal. During the
process of the reaction, some portions of the metal release
electrons (deplete in volume) while the other portions
obtain electrons (increase in volume). Depending on the
type of metal, this can present several undesirable effects.
For steel metals, where the primary alloy is Iron, the process
is the conversion of Iron-to-Iron Oxide. This process
produces a reddish-brown tinge, as the base Iron element is
a reddish-brown color. Similar to what is seen with freezing
moisture, there is also a volumetric increase of about 4-6%
with steel corrosion. For embedded steel components, such
as reinforcing bar in concrete, the increase in volume can
cause internal pressure and stress within the concrete,
causing it to break apart. The portions of steel which are
depleting in volume also present a concern as this reduces
the strength of the steel.
The third most common form of structural
deterioration due to moisture is Rot. As moisture is a
nutrient containing element, it promotes the growth of
organic material. This is great for watering your plants and
grass; however, it is not great if the moisture is found in
the wood components of your structure. The presence of

Figure 2 - Concrete
Delamination due
to Corrosion

stagnant moisture in wood may lead
to unwanted fungus growth. Rot is the
process in which fungus essentially
eats the wood structure. There are two
forms of Rot: Dry Rot and Wet Rot.
While they relate to different forms
of fungi, neither are good for your
structure. The best way to prevent Rot
is to ensure your wood structure does
not get wet, or if it does get wet, that it
is able to dry sufficiently. A moisture
content of less than 18% is acceptable to
not have to worry about Rot.
Moisture can and will wreak havoc
on a property that is not properly
protected. The most common pitfalls
we see in our assessments, where
moisture has deteriorated a component
of the structure are typically due to one
or more of the following:
• Locations where waterproofing
or flashing transitions are not
properly lapped to shed moisture
away from the building.
• Locations where waterproofing is
damaged or inadequately placed.
• Locations where the wood
components of a structure are
below or too close to grade.
• Locations where moisture is
allowed to pond or flow back
towards a property.
• Locations where a structural
component supported by grade
is above the frost line, thus
susceptible to movement.
• Locations which are allowed to
get wet but are not able to dry out.

Temperature
All materials have what is called a
Coefficient of Thermal expansion,
which defines how that material
changes in shape/volume as well
as the rate in which it changes as it
10
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How materials are aligned in construction is very
important as they can experience differential
expansion and/or contraction which will result in stress
build ups between components, ultimately leading to
cracks and/or failures.
undergoes temperature changes. This
is generally referred to as expansion
and contraction. Many regions of
Canada can have drastic temperature
swings from day to day, and even from
morning to afternoon, so temperature
is a major consideration. How materials
are aligned in construction is very
important as they can experience
differential expansion and/or
contraction which will result in stress
build ups between components,
ultimately leading to cracks and/or
failures.
Not only do we need to consider
the temperature swings throughout the
day, but we must also be cognisant of
the temperature on different elevations
of a building. For instance, consider a
building completely made of brick; you
would assume the brick would expand
and contract consistently at all heights
as the day rolls on. However, as the sun
rises in the east and sets in the west,
the east, south and west elevations of a
building will warm up (expand) while
the north elevation remains in the
shade (remains stable). In the absence
of allowable movement in the corner
of the buildings (i.e., movement joints),
stress build up between the differential
expansion of the elevation can results in
cracking of the materials at the corners.
A combination effect of
deterioration from freeze-thaw and
temperature can be realized on south
C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

facing elevations during winter months. Generally, south
facing elevations will experience day-to-day freeze-thaw
cycles as the elevation freezes at night and warms up from
sunlight during the day. Conversely, the north elevation
will stay below freezing at all times because it’s in the shade.
Thus, deterioration from freeze-thaw is predominantly
more common on structural elements exposed to the sun
(i.e., south elevations).
Another form of temperature deterioration comes
during construction when materials which should not be
frozen (i.e., concrete within 24 hours of placement, most
membranes) experience below freezing temperature. This
generally impacts the performance of these materials and
renders them defective.

Design/Workmanship Issues
There are a vast number of examples that could be
dissected in this section, but the general theme is quite selfexplanatory. Inadequate or lack of design consideration can
result in unsatisfactory property performance no matter
how well installed. Likewise, a well thought out design
won’t help the property if installed poorly.
In conclusion, it is nice to have a better understanding
of the forms of deterioration that your building may be
subjected to; however, it is always strongly recommended
to bring in a consultant who specializes in assessments to
provide an accurate review of the specific deterioration
your building may be experiencing. Consultants come
with a wealth of knowledge that they can contribute to
remediating your building and reinstating the desired
performance.
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Mixed-Use / Multi-Owner
Properties
Prepared by Tara Ersser, Morrison Hershfield; Bonnie J. Anderson, Dentons
and Cynthia DeDeugd, Mayfield Management Group Ltd.

A

Once a strata is
registered, any or
all of the strata
lots can be further
condominiumized,
and the resulting
condominiums are
subject to applicable
condominium
legislation as well as
any underlying strata
contracts such as the
ECR Agreement.

C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

s densification continues in major urban Canadian centres, so will the development of properties
based on a mixed-use and/or multi-owner model.
Easements, covenants, restrictions, and co-ownership /
cost-sharing of elements between the co-owners can be
quite complex. It is important that property owners —
including Condominiums — understand their respective
responsibilities and apply this to day-to-day operations and
maintenance, capital planning activities (including reserve
fund studies), and major repair and replacement projects.

Ownership Structures
Mixed-use developments can take on numerous ownership
structures and have one or multiple owners, including:
• Traditional Subdivision
• Condominium Subdivision
• Strata Subdivision
The traditional subdivision is the simplest form of
ownership where lots are determined by survey points on

land. The condominium subdivision
— which many readers will be
familiar with — is comprised of units
determined by a building survey, where
the condominium corporation owns
the common property and may be
involved in managing other unitized
parcels. A condominium is subject
to detailed condominium legislation.
Condominiums have traditionally
been the most common structure
for mixed-use projects. However,
strata subdivisions have become a
more popular choice for developers
given their flexibility, less legislative
restrictions, and given that the lots are
volumes in space (“strata lots”) that
do not need an existing building to
be surveyed. The relationship among
strata lot owners is by private contract,
the content of which is largely driven by
a subdivision authority’s requirements.
This contract will be registered on
title for the life of the project and is
often called the “ECR Agreement”
(easements, covenants and restrictions).
Once a strata is registered, any or
all of the strata lots can be further
condominiumized, and the resulting
condominiums are subject to applicable
condominium legislation as well as
any underlying strata contracts such
as the ECR Agreement. It is important
to determine if a strata is going to be ➔
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used as it has specific servicing requirements that are best
evaluated in early discussions about the project.

Areas of Focus for the Board / Property Manager

The consultant will
need to review all
documentation
that defines the
capital repair
and replacement
responsibilities of
the corporation
(and where relevant,
the neighbouring
owners). The
condominium
plans are reviewed
to understand
the extent of the
condominium’s
boundary.

Three areas for the Board and/or Property Manager to focus
on to ensure successful management of mixed-use/multiowner property are: documentation, the operating budget, and
communication.
It is important to understand the lay of the land and
understand your property and your responsibilities.
This includes properly reviewing, interpreting, and
understanding the relevant property documents. For
condominiums within mixed-use / multi-owner properties,
these may include:
• Condominium plan(s)
• Bylaws
• Easement agreements / cost-sharing agreements or
similar
• Applicable legislation (i.e. Condominium Property
Act etc.)
• ECR agreement (if within a strata subdivision),
including appended tables and plans.
A sound understanding of the property structure — as
dictated by the documentation — is essential to managing
the property. It is also essential that the Board and Property
Manager establish an operating budget and a capital fund/
reserve fund contribution plan that accurately represents
the responsibilities of the Condominium Corporation

(and of the other ownership parties,
as relevant) and is inclusive of the
complexities of the property.
In a mixed-use subdivision,
there may be numerous property
management personnel or companies
involved. Communication is essential
to ensure that the responsibilities of
the various parties are understood
and to ensure that there is a timely
response to emergent issues. As a new
condominium Board or manager, it is
recommended that you complete your
document review promptly so that any
areas of uncertainty can be identified
and discussed with the other owners.
Early clarification of cost-sharing
responsibilities between the owners
is beneficial to all owners, as it allows
for proper operational and capital
planning, and prevents conflict (and
potential litigation) in the future.
Understanding the Corporation’s
responsibilities and the motivations
of not just the condominium owners
and Board, but of the other ownership
parties involved, can go a long way in
maintaining fair and good relationships
amongst shared property owners.

Reserve Fund Studies
and Capital Projects
Of all services provided by consultants
to the condominium boards, the
Reserve Fund Study (RFS) is one of
the key documents. This document
sets the stage for the corporation to be
financially prepared for the future. It
is key the RFS provider understands
and accounts for all elements the
corporation is responsible to maintain
and repair in the study. For the
condominiums that have shared
elements, it is very important that these
be included and reflected accurately.
14
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The consultant will need to review
all documentation that defines
the capital repair and replacement
responsibilities of the corporation
(and where relevant, the neighbouring
owners). The condominium plans are
reviewed to understand the extent of
the condominium’s boundary. For
strata subdivisions, the plans can
be quite complex given that there
can be numerous lots and given that
the lots are 3D volumes in space.
The bylaws are reviewed for any
information indicating the extent of
the corporations’ responsibilities for
the repair and replacement of facility
elements. This includes any mention of
cost-sharing. Cost-sharing agreements
(or similar) are reviewed to determine
what elements, rooms or systems
are shared with other entities. These
agreements can range from simple to
complex. The description of the shared
elements may be written only, or there
may be tables or floorplans appended
that help to illustrate the cost-sharing.
For example, an ECR Agreement
for a condominium within a strata
subdivision often includes appended
plans and tables that layout each costshared element in the complex.
So, it is understood that the
ownership documents need to be
reviewed and interpreted to understand
the cost-sharing allocations, but how
does this get translated into the RFS?
What are the effects if the study does
not properly represent the cost-sharing
responsibilities? In some cases, the
effect may be small, but in other
cases, there can be a financial burden
on an owner that was not properly
planning for their share of the property.
Improper allocation of cost-sharing
responsibilities can result in:
C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

• under-funding the reserve fund/capital fund and
surprise expenditures in the future.
• over-funding the reserve fund/capital fund (i.e. funding
another owner’s portion of the cost).
• future conflict between owners, including possible
litigation.
In this regard, it is key for the board / management
company understand their responsibilities and to ensure the
reserve fund provider has understood and reflected these
responsibilities correctly in the reserve fund study. While
additional effort (over and above the effort required to
complete the base scope of work for the reserve fund study)
will be required by the RFS consultant to do this properly,
the board’s investment will result in a study that accurately
represents the position of the corporation. Further, the
board may want to consider establishing a relationship
with a trusted consultant, who can complete the initial
reserve fund study and carry forward their knowledge of
the property into future study updates. This knowledge can
also be applied to other services, such as capital repair and
replacement projects down the road.

In Conclusion
In summary, if your corporation is part of mixed-use,
multi-owner development, it is key to remember the
following:
- understand your property ownership structure.
- review and understand your property documents.
- understand your responsibilities for maintenance,
repairs and replacement, including cost-sharing.
- engage a manager and consultant(s) that take the time
to understand your responsibilities.
- communication with other ownership parties is key to
a good working relationship.
- ensure that your responsibilities are properly reflected
in your operating plans/budgets, capital plan/reserve fund
study, and in completing operational and capital projects.
Your professional partners are available to help
navigate the complexities that can come with mixed-use /
multi-owner developments. Assistance in navigating and
interpreting your documentation is available – even as a
stand-alone service! Understanding your property and your
responsibilities early on will allow for success in managing
your property and your relationships with your co-owners.
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cci south alberta chapter members

AS OF MAY 21, 2021

CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION MEMBERSHIP
Hays Farm IV (CC#: 7710419)

Sierra Morena Villas (CC#: 9510122)

Heritage Bay CC #8010872

Sierras of Country Hills (CP 0012058)

Braeburn Village

Heritage Heights Condominium
(CC# 9110368)

Sierras of Evergreen (CCN 0510913)

Carefree Resort (CP 8621413)

Heritage Manor (CP 8011110)

CC# 9510648

Hidden Hollow Villas CC #9910257

Champagne Condominium
(CC#: 1311832)

Hunter House - CCN 1412638

124 19 Ave NE Condo Association
CC #9211425
Agora Condominiums

Chaparral Ridge Terrace (CC#: 9811079)
Christie Point CC#9512707
Coach Bluff Villas
Coachway Green
Colonial House (CP 9811329)
Condominium Corp #0312860
Condominium Corporation #1310141
Condominium Plan 9210296
Coulee Estate Condo Inc
Country Lane Estates CC 0311515
Creekside Village CCN 1311195
Dreamview Village-Edgemont/
CCN9211713
East Glen Horizon Village
(CC#: 8810578)

Lynnwood Village CC #7710274
Madison Heights (CP#: 8311933)
Manor Homes of Inverness (Site 1)/
9610460
Mesa at Crystal Shores 9840
CC No, 0510521

Southridge Village Mall (CC#: 9512009)
Stella Nova (CP#: 0414396)
Stonekeep (CC#: 1410248)
Sunrise Heights Villas (CC#: 0811379)
The Citadel CC # 0914825
The Estates at Terrace View
(CCN 0711493)
The Homesteads
The Marquis CC #0113151

Mountain View Place CC #1410478

The Sierras of Richmond Hill

N3 (CC# 1710419)

The Tudors at the Landings (CP 0311055)

Norwood Grande

Townhomes of Patricia Landing
(TPL) #051 1003

Park Place
Pine Pointe Place

Townhomes of Peacekeepers Way
CC# 0614675

Point on the Bow (#9910641)

Varsity Towers (OCP# 8912018 OP)

Poplar Green (CC#: 0012525)

Villas of Gleneagles

Prestwick Place CC# 0810325

Villas of Wentworth

Redberry Ridge Condominium

Wellington Retirement Residence
Partnership (No 051-3792)

Eau Claire Estates (CP# 8310913)

RiverReach Condominium
(Corp No. 1312207)

Evergreen Village

Riverview Condo (CP#: 9611050)

Westbow Condominiums CCN8011365

Evolution (CP#: 1512254)

Roxboro House (CC: 7810681

Westchester Pointe Garden

Ezra on Riley Park

Sanderson Ridge Condominium
Corporation/ 091 2007

Whitehorn Village Retirement
Residence

Fairway Greens Condominium
Fletcher Village (CP 9910398)
Gateway South Centre CC #0614475
Gladstone Village

West Condo (CC#: 0811706)

➔

Scenic Gardens Condominiums
#9410573
Sheep Creek View Condominium
(CC#: 0910178)

Glorond Place
Groves of Varsity CC # 141 1334
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cci south alberta chapter members

AS OF MAY 21, 2021

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
Sterling Swati

Margaret Bell

Robert Barradell

Peter Lycklama

Rick Petrinack

John Burton

Yves Gagnon

Shakeel Chaudhry

Donna Cheyne

Al Richards

Marlene Janzen

Myrna Belyea

Tracy Schubart

Bruce Blight

Lillian Lupuliak

Jim Haggins

David Michaels

Ramsey Kostandi

Cynthia DeDeugd

Connie Hutchison

Iftikhar Ali

Marvie Kenny

Debbi McDonald

Shirley Ganong

Sandra Smith

James Bell

Jocelyn Doucette

Howard deGa

Robert MacLeod

Warren Barker

Miriam Semeleer

Pamela Friesen

Kiara Czeto

Marie Templeton

Linda Faulkner

Lynn Hoover

Janine St. Jean

Kathleen McCabe

Dennis French

Rick Kowalski

James Kelly

Claire Barnett

Thomas Young

Glenn Dmetrichuk

Barry Rosenfelt

Seyed Ziamousavi

Laura Lowry

Helena Fiserova

Ernie Johnson

Glen Schmidt

Abbie Thurgood

Cathy Robinson

Byron Preston

Gail McDermott

Glen Scott

Graeme Gorham

Terry Gibson

Frits Pannenkoek

Jack Kotyk

Therese Cooke

PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS PARTNER MEMBERSHIPS
■■ ACCOUNTING/BANKING/FINANCE
Organization

Name

Phone

Email

Canadian Western Bank

Nancy Matheos

(403) 726-8249

nancy.matheos@cwbank.com

Condominium Financial

Jim Critchley

(403) 669-9516

jimcritchley@condominiumfinancial.com

CWB Maxium Financial

Pierre Sauve

1 (800) 379-5888 ext 399 Pierre.Sauve@cwbmaxium.com

Manulife Securities

Kevin Rendek

(403) 230-3909

kevin.rendek@manulifesecurities.ca

Matco Financial

Samia Preston

(403) 718.2127

spreston@matcofinancial.ca

MMCA & Associates

Dorin Mihalache

(403) 402.2679

info@mmcaassociates.ca

Morrison Financial Services Limited

Matthew Solda

(416) 391-3535 ext 117

msolda@morrisonfinancial.com

Northfront Financial Inc.

Andrew Rodych

(403) 571-8960

andrew.rodych@northfront.com

Shahid Naqi Professional Corporation

Shahid Naqi

(403) 407-2647

shahid@shahidnaqi.com

VersaBank

Karl Neufield

(604) 984-7564

karln@pwbank.com

William J. Rhind & Associates Ltd.

Will Pozzo

(403) 283-1378

will@wjrhind.com

Name

Phone

Email

Building Science & Architecture Ltd.

Stephen Hunter

(403) 519-7649

shunter@bsaa.ca

Calgary Condominium Consulting Ltd.

Edwin Gnenz

(403) 660-0550

ed@calgarycondoconsulting.ca

ENA2 Innovative Consulting Inc.

Erencan Sarsu

(403) 975-2841

esarsu@ena2.com

Entuitive Corporation

Adrian Breitwieser

(403) 870-6735

adrian.breitweiser@entuitive.com

EXP Services Inc.

Sathya Ramachandran

(403) 617-0659

sathya.ramachandran@exp.com

■■ BUILDING SCIENCES/ENGINEERING/RESERVE FUND STUDY
Organization
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cci south alberta chapter members

AS OF MAY 21, 2021

PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS PARTNER MEMBERSHIPS
HGC Engineering

Ian Bonsma

(587) 441-1583

ibonsma@hgcengineering.com

Kellam Berg Engineering & Surveys Ltd.

Ron Kellam

(403) 640-0900

rkellam@kellamberg.com

Keller Engineering

Andree Ball

(613) 224-1594

aball@kellerengineering.com

Morrison Hershfield

Michael Ball

(403) 246-4500

AWiebe@morrisonhershfield.com

QSSi

Alex Marsh

(403) 922-6213

alex@qssi.ca

Read Jones Christoffersen Ltd.

Ryan Coles

(403) 338-5818

rcoles@rjc.ca

RJC Engineers

Stephen Epp

403) 338-5891

seppengg@gmail.com

Taycon Consulting Inc.

Terry Brown

(403) 519-2693

terrybrown@shaw.ca

Name

Phone

Email

Field LLP

Gordon Van Vliet

(403) 260-8523

gvanvliet@fieldlaw.com

Hendrix Law

Denise M. Hendrix

(403) 269-9400

dhendrix@hendrixlaw.ca

HMC Lawyers LLP

Kirk Mason

(403) 261-3327

kmason@hmclawyers.com

McLeod Law LLP

Heather Bonnycastle

(403) 873.3703

bonnycastle@mcleod-law.com

McLeod Law LLP

David Cumming

(403) 225-6402

dcumming@mcleod-law.com

McLeod Law LLP

Laurie S. Kiedrowski

(403) 225-6413

kiedrowski@mcleod-law.com

McLeod Law LLP

Daniel MacAulay

(403) 254-3857

dmacaulay@mcleod-law.com

McLeod Law LLP

James Polley

(403) 873-3709

polley@mcleod-law.com

McLeod Law LLP

Stephanie Whyte

(403) 278-9411

SWhyte@mcleod-law.com

Mcleod Law LLP

Jeff Wreschner

(403) 254-3837

jwreschner@mcleod-law.com

Miller Thomson LLP

Roberto Noce

(403) 298-2439

rnoce@millerthomson.com

Scott Venturo Rudakoff LLP

Kate Kozowyk		

k.kozowyk@scottventuro.com

Scott Venturo Rudakoff LLP

Dionne Levesque

(403) 231-3459

D.Levesque@svrlawyers.com

Scott Venturo Rudakoff LLP

John McDougall

(403) 231-8206

j.mcdougall@scottventuro.com

■■ CONDOMINIUM LAWYERS
Organization

Membership expires
on June 30, 2021
Membership renewals have been forwarded.
Contact the administrator if you have not
received your membership renewal.
admin@ccisouthalberta.com.

ccisouthalberta.com
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cci south alberta chapter members

AS OF MAY 21, 2021

PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS PARTNER MEMBERSHIPS
■■ CONDOMINIUM/ PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Organization

Name

Phone

Email

Accredited Condominium Management Services

Crystal Deley

(403) 253-7525

crystal@acms.ca

Asset West Property Management Ltd.

Darren Potter

(403) 290-1912 ext 207

dapotter@assetwest.com

Associa Canada

Jeffery Wilson

(587) 998.7958

jeffery.wilson@associa.us

Century 21 Advantage c/o Devereaux
Property Management Services Ltd

Bill Hogg

(403) 346-0021

devpropmgt@gmail.com

Charter Property Management

Nadine Buchanan

(403) 800.-0292

nadine@charterpm.ca

City Vibe Management

Diana Wood

(403) 571-8402

woodd@rentcityvibe.ca

Citysearch Rental Network Inc.

Lisa Hamielec

(403) 371-1858

lisa@citysearchcalgary.com

Cochrane Property Care Inc.

Kent Andersson

(403) 483-9622

pointeatcochrane@gmail.com

Condeau Management Services Ltd.

Louise Challes

(403) 936-4052

Louise@condeau.ca

Condo Relief Consulting

Paula Martin

(403) 831-6820

paula@condoreliefconsulting.com

Connelly & Company Management Ltd.

Quinn Wanyan

(587) 391-1389

quinn@connellymanagement.com

Converge Condo Management

Jeremy Dalgliesh

(587) 920-3550

jeremy@convergecondo.com

Diversified Management Southern

Gord Sieb

(403) 230-7373

gsieb@divsouth.com

Emerald Management & Realty Ltd

Jodena Rogers

(403) 237-8600

jrogers@emeraldmanagement.com

Go Smart Property Managers Inc.

Cassiday Doneff

(403) 262-7955

Cassidy@gosmartmanagers.com

Hudson Pro Property Management Inc.

Ben Farkas

(403) 399-6808

ben@hudsonpro.ca

Insight Condo Services Inc.

Sandra Johnston, ACCI

(403) 288-1630

sandra@insightcondo.com

Integrity Condominium Management Ltd.

Chris Cook

(587) 227-0913

chris@integritycondo.ca

Jems Condo Management Ltd.

Dara Devore

(403) 928-2719

dara@jemscondo.ca

Karen King & Associates Inc

Cole Romaniuk

(403) 614-6873

cole@karenking.ca

Kidder & Company Real Estate Property Management

Eleanor Kidder

(403) 830-8636

eleanor.kidder@gmail.com

Lenyx Corp.

Carlos Giovanazzi

(587) 475-8800

CGiovanazzi@lenyxcorp.ca

Magnum York Property Management Ltd.

Stephen King

(403) 294-0411

sking@magnumyork.com

Maverick Condo Management Inc.

Dana Gysen

(403) 287-7770

info@maverickmanagement.ca

Monday Management & Condominium Services Corp.

Pamela Wilson

(403) 546-4292

pwilson@mondaymanagement.ca

New Concept Management Inc.

Maria Bartolotti, FCCI, ACCI (403) 398-9528
Alexis Milnes
403.398.9528

maria@newconceptmanagement.com
alexis@newconceptmanagement.com

Parterre Property Services Inc.

Dwayne Ropchan

(403) 241-2162

dropchan@parterreproperty.ca

Prairie Management & Realty Inc.

Andrew Fulcher

(403) 995-2810

andrew@prairiemanagement.ca

Rancho Realty Services (1975) Ltd.

Christie Saulnier

587-779-5215

CSaulnier@ranchogroup.com

Real Property Management - Bravo

Steve Monteith

(403) 650-7606

steve.monteith@realpropertymgt.ca

Renter’s Choice & Management Ltd.

Amy Breznik

(403) 317-4555 ext. 6

renterschoiceab@gmail.com

Simco Management (Calgary) Inc.

Garey Kirkland

(403) 234-0166

grk@simcomgt.com

Sunreal Property Management Ltd.

Callie Beamish

(403) 343-0200

cbeamish@sunrealgroup.com

Three by Three Inc.

Sheryl-Lynn Francis

(587) 703-3311

Hello@threebythree.ca

Unit Management

Pete Dhaliwal

(403) 909-8224

peted@unitmanagement.ca

Urbantec Property Management Inc.

Tim Erickson

(403) 971-1511

tim@urbantec.ca
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cci south alberta chapter members

AS OF MAY 21, 2021

PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS PARTNER MEMBERSHIPS
■■ CONSULTING
Organization

Name

Phone

Email

Crawford & Company (Canada)

Dana Sharp

(403) 585-3360

dana.sharp@crawco.ca

Go West Valuations Corp.

Pete West

(587) 356-1555

info@gowestcorp.com

LPM Enterprises

Lisa McGrath

(403) 477-7254

Lisa@lpmenterprises.net

Owners’ Rep. Inc.

Bill Gordon

(780) 903-0620

billgordon6965@gmail.com

Wapiti Inspections Inc

Harry Koyle

(403) 688-1206

hkoyle@wapitiinspections.com

Name

Phone

Email

Charlene Francis

(403) 536-7080

cfrancis@bluejeanpm.com

Name

Phone

Email

BFL CANADA Insurance Services Inc.

Tony Reed

(403) 398-2421

treed@bflcanada.ca

Gallagher Insurance

Michael Arnold

(403) 299-1692

Michael_Arnold@ajg.com

Normac Appraisals Ltd.

Omar Khan

(403) 918-6566

omar@normac.ca

Reliance Asset Consulting Inc.

Harold Weidman

(403) 241-2535

info@relianceconsulting.ca

Name

Phone

Email

Ryan Thelwell

(587) 888-9805

rthelwell@rccn.ca

Name

Phone

Email

247Condo

Stephen Cassady

(403) 770-2939

stephen.cassady@247condo.com

4-Way Inspection Services Ltd.

Travis Olinek

(780) 473-8464

travis@4wayinspections.com

Abris Construction Calgary

Lindsay Boon

(403) 629-3474

lindsay@abrisconstruction.com

Astoria Asset Management Ltd.

Lorelei Talbot

(403) 948-0337

lorelei_talbot@astoriamanagement.ca

Fire Ant Contracting Ltd.

Edward Bushnell

(403) 312-5995

ed@fireantcontracting.com

Flooring Superstores

Cameron Lang

(403) 290-0006

cam@fss-calgary.ca

Harding’s Painting

Matt Whiteley

(403) 700-6770

matt@hardingspainting.com

Home Warranty Advocates

John McKale

(780) 284-4799

info@homewarrantyadvocates.com

Landsharx Yard Maintenance & Snow Management

Elisabeth Cartwright

(403) 456-8500

info@landsharx.ca

Multigas Detection Inc.

Shiku Patel

(780) 739-0525

shiku@multigasinc.com

NationWide Restorations Ltd.

Tarik Aziz

(587) 885-1718

tarik@nationwiderestorations.ca

New Concept Management

Alexis Milnes

(403) 398-9528

alexis@newconceptmanagement.com

Pinchin Ltd.

Benjamin Waddington

(587) 215-9201

bwaddington@pinchin.com

Prevent Mechanical Ltd.

Kevin Pelletier

(403) 271-8821

kpelletier@preventmechanical.ca

ProStar Cleaning & Restoration

Jodi Scarlett

(403) 695-1082

reception@prostarcleaning.com

■■ DEVELOPER
Organization
Blue Jean Property Management

■■ INSURANCE/INSURANCE APPRAISERS
Organization

■■ RESTORATION SERVICES
Organization
Rocky Cross Construction North/DKI

■■ SERVICE PROVIDER
Organization
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cci south alberta chapter members

AS OF MAY 21, 2021

PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS PARTNER MEMBERSHIPS
■■ SERVICE PROVIDER
Organization

Name

Phone

Email

Pure Restoration

Tyler Scarlett

(403) 984-5300

tyler@purerestoration.ca

ServiceMaster Restore of Calgary

Julie Visser

(403) 287-7700

julie.visser@smcalgary.com

Servpro Calgary

Kai Hochhausen

(403) 671-6409

khochhausen@servprocalgary.com

SIS Supply Install Services Ltd

Jody Hochhausen

(403) 640-1334

jodyr@sisltd.ca

Todd Brand Consulting

Todd Brand

(403) 608-2710

toddbrand@hotmail.com

Stay Informed!
Keep up with
the latest condo
industry news
and updates.

ccisouthalberta.com
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condo insider

When Condo residents
complain about noise from
neighboring suites
By Simon Edwards, HGC Engineering

(with permission
to reprint)

A

s acoustical consultants we get calls almost every
day from condo managers and boards who are unsure how to best address residents who complain
about noise from their neighbors. What is already the most
common type of condo resident complaint has been further
exacerbated by people now forced to work or stay isolated
at home due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Among the most
common type of noise complaints in residential buildings
is noise from surrounding suites, either above, below, or
adjacent on the same floor.

Airborne vs Structure-borne Sound
To begin, let’s quickly define two different terms: airborne
sound and structure-borne sound. There are two ways that
sound can transmit from a source (the neighbor) to a receiver

(the resident who’s complaining): either
through the air or through the structure.
Sound traveling through air is how you
hear the person talking to you from
across the room; the most common
sources of airborne sound transmission
are human speech, music, and other
mid-to-high frequency noises. Sound
traveling through the structure is how
you hear the person living above you
moving their furniture at 3 am; the
common sources of structure-borne
sound transmission are footsteps, items
dropped on the floor, and furniture
being moved.
➔

Sound Transmission Class (STC) Ratings Scale
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Sound Transmission Class (STC) & Impact
Insulation Class (IIC) Ratings

Some of the tools
used to assess noise
levels and Sound
Transmission Class
(STC) ratings of
assemblies.

CCI REVIEW

National and International Building Code
Minimum Criteria for Sound
The National Building Code (NBC) of Canada requires that
a suite-to-suite demising assembly have a minimum rating
of ASTC-47 (or STC-50, subject to some caveats). There are
no requirements for IIC ratings in the NBC; however, an
impact performance of IIC-55 rating is recommended. The
International Building Code (IBC), which is used or has
been adopted by all 50 US states, requires that dwelling
units be separated by a minimum STC-50 and IIC-50
assembly (ASTC-45 and
AIIC-45 when tested in
the field). Sometimes,
the condo documents
will include a minimum
IIC rating — this can
also be referenced as
criteria. For a luxury
condo building, higher
standards could be
applied (e.g., merely

Impact Insulation
Class (IIC) Tapping
Machine Testing

26

In North America, a demising assembly’s ability to insulate
airborne and structure-borne noise between adjacent spaces
is defined as the Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating
and Impact Insulation Class (IIC) rating, respectively. For
example, a higher STC rating of the suite-to-suite demising
wall means that less
airborne noise will
travel through the wall
to the neighbor versus
a wall with a lower STC
rating. Similarly, a lower
IIC rating of the suiteto-suite floor/ceiling
assembly means that
more structure-borne
noise will be audible in
the suite below versus an
assembly with a higher
IIC rating. Note that
STC and IIC ratings are not correlated with one another;
it’s possible to have one high and the other low, but it’s also
possible to have both high or both low.

|
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meeting minimum building code
requirements would not be sufficient).

Apparent Sound Transmission
Class (ASTC) & Apparent Impact
Insulation Class (AIIC) Ratings

It’s important to note that STC and
IIC ratings apply to a specific suitedemising assembly, but not to the
surrounding construction components.
For example, a specific wall can have
an STC rating of STC-60, as tested
in a lab environment; however, when
constructed in the field, the interface
between the suite-to-suite demising
wall and either the corridor wall or
exterior wall may include a big hole,
which all the sound is coming through.
When testing the wall in the field, the
result would be much lower than STC60. To decipher between the theoretical
acoustical performance of an assembly
(STC and IIC) and the field acoustical
performance of an assembly, an “A” (for
Apparent) or “F” (for Field) is added
before each acronym (ASTC/FSTC and
AIIC/FIIC ratings).

Searching for Clues: Noise
investigation Detective Work
The first question we always ask
property managers is what kind of noise
the residents are complaining about
— we’re looking for clues to identify if
the complaint is regarding airborne or
structure-borne noise transmission.
We’re trying to decipher keywords
such as “footsteps” or “furniture”
(typically structure-borne noise issue) or
“shouting” or “music” (typically airborne
noise issue). The type of complaint will
lead to the type of testing recommended
(ASTC testing vs. AIIC testing) to verify
the as-built performance of the building
construction. As noted above, even when
a suite-demising assembly is properly
C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M
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designed, construction deficiencies
can lead to paths for sound to transmit
between suites around (or through) the
demising wall, which would be reflected
in an ASTC or AIIC test. Sometimes a
resident is complaining about both types
of noise, in which both types of testing
would be recommended.
It is important to note that while
both ASTC and AIIC are requirements
under the International Building
Code, only airborne noise insulation
(ASTC) is a requirement under the
National Building Code; minimum
structure-borne noise insulation (AIIC)
performance is a recommendation,
which is not legally binding (unless
included in the condo documents).
Ensuring the suite-demising wall meets
the ASTC requirements in the National
Building Code is often the first priority
of property management. As noted
above, even in the case of very loud
footstep noise (i.e., very low AIIC rating),
the tested ASTC rating may be high
and exceed building code requirements.
Sometimes, this is a sufficient conclusion
to the noise complaint. Where the
complaint is based on structure-borne
noise, an AIIC test can be conducted
for comparison to requirements in the
condo documentation (if applicable)
or NBC recommendations. In the
United States, both ASTC and AIIC
testing would be required in response
to a noise complaint in order to satisfy
the requirements of the International
Building Code.

Expectations of Absolute
Silence vs Building Code
Minimum Criteria for Sound
Transmission

Unfortunately for residents, the ability
to hear neighboring sounds within
your suite does not automatically equal
C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

excessive noise from a building code perspective. This
concept can be frustrating for many residents, especially
those moving out of quiet detached homes into a residential
multi-family building with adjoining neighbours on all
sides. Building code requirements and recommendations
are not sufficient to expect suite-to-suite inaudibility; even
with an STC-50 separation, loud sounds will still be faintly
audible. This can also be more noticeable when background
sound levels in the vicinity of a suite are otherwise low.
To more noise-sensitive residents, their expectations of
absolute silence in condos may not match the reality, despite
the fact that their suite-demising assemblies actually meet
building code requirements.

Insufficiently applied
caulking can be one
of the causes of a
Sound Transmission
Class (STC) rating
deficiency

When Canadian Condo Documents do not
include any Minimum AIIC (or IIC) ratings
Note that in the event that the condo documents do not
include any minimum AIIC (or IIC) ratings in Canada,
there are subjective minimum standards that would be
considered acceptable in building construction, based
on resources such as the NBC, international codes and
guidelines, and experience. A resident could seek litigation
to resolve a structure-borne complaint that has not been
addressed by property management.

When Acoustical Testing Does Reveal a Noise
Transmission Deficiency
To summarize, when a resident is complaining about
hearing their neighbor, they could be complaining
about either airborne sound transmission or structureborne sound transmission. Depending on which type

➔
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Common construction
deficiencies leading to failed
ASTC tests include poor
caulking, incorrectly installed
resilient channels, or large
gaps between the drywall
panels and floor/ceiling.
of complaint, the suite-to-suite assembly (wall or floor/
ceiling) can be tested in the field to quantify the acoustical
performance, which can be compared to building code
requirements or other standards.
In the event of a failed test result (or generally low
result), in limited scenarios the mode of deficiency can
be estimated based on the test results and wall type. In
most scenarios, construction deficiencies can only be
distinguished by opening up the wall to investigate what
specifically was built, in comparison to the design drawings.
Common construction deficiencies leading to failed ASTC
tests include poor caulking, incorrectly installed resilient
channels, or large gaps between the drywall panels and
floor/ceiling. Depending on the construction deficiency,
improvements can be made in different ways to increase the
performance of the wall, although this can often be costly
and intrusive to residents on both sides of the assembly. An
experienced and knowledgeable acoustical consultant can
further investigate the construction deficiency and propose
possible mitigation options.
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Water, Water Everywhere…
Now What?
By Stephanie D. Whyte

P
A Condominium
Corporation must
insure not only the
Common Property,
but also the Units,
and the fixtures and
finishing contained
therein.

C C I S O U T H A L B E R TA . C O M

eople in Condominiums are often confused when a
flood happens. Why does the Condominium Corporation have to get involved? Why isn’t it up to that
Owner alone to ﬁx the problem and repair the damage?
Under section 47 of the Condominium Property Act
(the “Act”) a Condominium Corporation must place
and maintain insurance against loss caused by any
peril prescribed by the Regulation. Section 61 of the
Condominium Property Regulation (the “Regulation”)
requires a Condominium Corporation insure for the
“sudden and accidental escape of water or steam from
within a plumbing, heating, sprinkler or air conditioning
system or domestic appliance that is located within an
insured building”. A Condominium Corporation must
insure not only the Common Property, but also the Units,
and the fixtures and finishing contained therein.

Depending on your perspective,
there is one good thing that came out
of 2020 – the amendment to the Act
and the Regulations. With this round
of amendments came two welcome
(or not so welcome depending on your
perspective) additions that relate to
floods in Condominium Units. First
up, there is section 62.2 of Regulation
which provides that,
A Corporation SHALL make repairs
or arrange for and supervise repairs to a
unit and fixtures and finishing in a unit
after damage where the corporation is
responsible for insuring the property
➔
affected by the damage.
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It isn’t always fair
but it is necessary.
Should a water loss
incident not be
addressed properly,
it could lead to rot,
mold, and impact
the structural
integrity of the
building.

In legislation “shall” equals must, which means this
isn’t optional and the Condominium Corporation must
handle the repairs even if the damage is isolated within a
single Unit. Remember, though, that while a Condominium
Corporation is responsible for insuring the Unit, it is not
responsible for contents, personal effects or for providing
replacement accommodation or covering lost revenue.
The Owner of a Unit is also an insured under the
Corporation’s policy of insurance. This means that the
only amount potentially recoverable from an Owner (or
the Owner’s Insurer) is the amount of the Corporation’s
deductible. This then brings us to the other welcome
addition, section 62.4 of the Regulation. Before the latest
round of amendments, a Condominium Corporation could
only recover the deductible from an Owner if specifically
provided for in the Bylaws. Section 62.4 of the Regulation
now codifies the Corporation’s right of recovery, and allows
for the possibility that a Condominium Corporation can
recover even if the Bylaws are silent.

Under section 62.4 an Owner is
absolutely liable for the deductible (up
to a $50,000 maximum) if the damage
“originates in or from the owner’s unit
or an exclusive possession area assigned
to the owner”, so long as none of the
exceptions found in (5) apply. The
codification of the right of recovery
does not make the Bylaws irrelevant.
The Bylaws will determine how the
Condominium Corporation can
recover, and whether they are limited to
a debt action or can recover the amount
as a contribution levied against that
Owner.
The Corporation’s obligation to
respond is not contingent on an Owner
being in good standing, but is an
absolute obligation. It isn’t always fair
but it is necessary. Should a water loss
incident not be addressed properly, it
could lead to rot, mold, and impact the
structural integrity of the building.
The Condominium Corporation needs
to protect the other Owners and the
building from the consequences that
can result from a flood.
Truth be told, water loss remains a
complicated and confusing area, and is
not nearly as straight forward or simple
as this article might make it seem.
For further information about this or
other issue relating to Condominium
living, please contact the author or
any member of the McLeod Law LLP
Condominium Group and we’d be
happy to help.

Under section 62.4 an Owner is absolutely liable for
the deductible (up to a $50,000 maximum) if the
damage “originates in or from the owner’s unit or an
exclusive possession area assigned to the owner”, so
long as none of the exceptions found in (5) apply.
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newsletter advertising
specs and rates

Showcase your products and services to owners, boards of directors and
property managers of Calgary condominiums. The CCI Review is one of the
many benefits enjoyed by members of the Canadian Condominium Institute,
South Alberta Chapter.
a

Eighth page

3.39 x 2.40 inches

b

Quarter page

3.39 x 5 inches

$125

c

Half page (VERTICAL)

3.39 x 10.22 inches

$250

d

Half page (HORIZONTAL)

7.08 x 5 inches

$250

e

Full page

7.08 x 10.22 inches

$400

a

deadlines

production
requirements

advertising
submission

d

b

EDITION

$75

e

c

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

DISTRIBUTION

Fall

August 30

September 30

Winter

November 30

December 30

Spring

March 30

April 30

Summer

May 30

June 30

The CCI Review provides the following specifications to ensure the highest
quality for ad reproduction:
•
colours must be converted to RGB;
•
minimum resolution of 300 dpi for all images;
•
completed ad must be submitted as high resolution PDF or EPS;
•
all ads, except full page ads, must have defining border on all sides;
•
do not use crop marks;
•
ensure all artwork is embedded and all fonts are set to outlines.
Advertising in the CCI Review is now even easier! Please go to
https://conventionall.swoogo.com/CCISA_newsletter20-21 and complete
the online form. With your contact information, ad size, and the edition(s)
you would like your advertisement to appear in selected, you directly
upload the advertisement and an invoice/receipt is generated immediately.
By streamlining the process CCI South Alberta is able to
better mitigate a timely delivered newsletter quarterly!
Questions or concerns, can be forwarded to: admin@ccisouthalberta.com.
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